
The Incredible Rise of Cesar Saenz: It's
Wrestling, Not Rasslin!

When it comes to the world of professional wrestling, there are few individuals
who stand out as much as Cesar Saenz. In a sport that often blurs the line
between reality and fiction, Saenz's rise to prominence has been nothing short of
extraordinary. From his humble beginnings as a fan in the stands to becoming
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one of the biggest stars in the business, his journey represents the epitome of
what makes wrestling so captivating.

A Passion Born: From Fan to Wrestler

For Saenz, professional wrestling was always more than just a form of
entertainment. From a young age, he was enthralled by the athleticism,
storytelling, and larger-than-life characters that populated the squared circle.
Wrestling, as Saenz puts it, was an art form that held the power to evoke
emotions in its audience like no other.
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As Saenz grew older, his passion for wrestling only intensified. He immersed
himself in the various promotions and began training rigorously to become a
wrestler himself. Despite facing numerous setbacks and doubters along the way,
Saenz's unwavering determination and natural talent eventually caught the
attention of established promoters.

It's Wrestling, Not Rasslin!
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One of the defining aspects of Saenz's career has been his steadfast
commitment to bringing legitimacy back to professional wrestling. In an era where
the term "rasslin" is often used as a derogatory term to dismiss the sport, Saenz
firmly believes in the authenticity and artistry that lies within each match. He
emphasizes that what he and his fellow wrestlers do in the ring is not mere
theatrics, but a carefully choreographed dance that showcases their incredible
skill and athleticism.

Saenz has been a vocal advocate for developing more realistic storylines and
promoting a stronger focus on technical wrestling rather than relying solely on
flashy stunts. His campaigns have resonated with fans and critics alike, leading to
a resurgence of interest in the sport and a renewed appreciation for the
performers who dedicate their lives to perfecting their craft.

The Rise of Saenz: Dominating the Ring

Since making his mark in the wrestling world, Saenz has experienced a meteoric
rise to stardom. His matches are known for their intensity, precision, and
captivating storytelling. Saenz's signature move, "The Saenz Slam," has become
a highlight-reel staple, generating countless reactions from amazed spectators.

But Saenz's impact extends beyond the ring. He has become an inspiration to
countless aspiring wrestlers, delivering motivational speeches and hosting
training camps to help others achieve their dreams. Saenz firmly believes that the
future of wrestling lies in nurturing new talent and passing on the knowledge he
has gained throughout his career.

The Legacy Continues: Cesar Saenz's Impact

As Saenz continues his in-ring career, his legacy is already etched in the annals
of wrestling history. He has proven that it's not just about flashy gimmicks or



scripted rivalries, but about the artistry that goes into every match. Saenz's
determination, skill, and unwavering commitment to his craft have propelled him
to the pinnacle of professional wrestling.

With his long-lasting impact on wrestling, Saenz has forever changed the
perception of the sport. No longer will it be dismissed as "rasslin," but rather
recognized as a form of performance art that requires immense talent and
dedication.

: The Phenomenon That is Cesar Saenz

Cesar Saenz's journey from a wrestling fan to a wrestling superstar is a
testament to the power of passion and perseverance. His commitment to
preserving the authenticity of wrestling and his remarkable skills inside the ring
have solidified his place among the all-time greats. Saenz's impact will
undoubtedly continue to shape the future of professional wrestling for years to
come, reminding us all that it's wrestling, not "rasslin."

So, the next time you watch a wrestling match, remember the name Cesar Saenz
- the man who redefined the sport and proved that wrestling is an art form like no
other.
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As a teenager, Mark Fleming was a top-notch high-school football player and
amateur wrestler, but from the time he was a child, he had dreamed of becoming
a professional wrestler. In this book, Mark takes the reader down the path he
followed to achieve that dream.

Mark didn’t get his spot in the wrestling business because someone paved the
way for him. He got in the hard way. His first test was to make it through the
grueling tryouts conducted by Gene and Ole Anderson. As everyone knows,
Gene and Ole didn’t give any quarter. They showed the 27 wannabes just what
they would be facing in the pro rings by rubbing their faces raw on the mat,
stretching their limbs to the breaking point, and manhandling them so badly that
many of them ran out of the arena without even collecting their street clothes.
When the smoke cleared, only one man out of the 27 hopefuls remained standing
… Mark Fleming.

It didn’t get any easier when Mark began wrestling for one of the biggest wrestling
promotions in the world … Jim Crockett Promotions. During a time when the
wrestling business was at an all-time high and record crowds were filling the
arenas, Mark wrestled almost every major star that came through the Charlotte
territory. The rigor of the road proved every bit as tough as Mark wrestled in 14
different states, Canada, and Japan.

However, Mark wasn’t the type of wrestler who would showboat to catch the eye
of the fans and promoters. He was a serious wrestler who believed pro wrestling
should be conducted as a sport, and not as a show. His pure wrestling style
eventually caught the eye of Lou Thesz, a former world champion, who many
consider to be one of the greatest pro wrestlers of all time. Lou’s relationship with
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Mark began as a training partner, but evolved into that of a coach, mentor, and
manager. From that day forward, Mark’s career changed for the better.

Mark and Lou brought back a respect for the wrestling game that had long since
disappeared. Mark worked hard to present a pure style of wrestling every time he
stepped into the ring, and like Lou, he had nothing but contempt for those who
portrayed pro wrestling as burlesque.

Mark’s love for the wrestling game is evident in this book as he shares the story
of how he and Lou Thesz, together, attempted to change rasslin’ back to what it
had once been — WRESTLING!
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